“There are always love triangles, insubordination and people getting too drunk”
— The secret of Below Deck’s success
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The latest must-have accessories, remote getaways and top travel tips

Amazon adventure

Aqua Expeditions will launch the 62-metre Aqua Nera for whole-boat charter on the Peruvian Amazon in November. Explore the Pacaya-Samiria National Reserve then dive in the plunge pool before settling down to Amazonian dishes by chef Pedro Miguel Schiaffino.
From £167,540 for 40 guests for four nights. aquaexpeditions.com

A taste of heaven

The doors have opened at Arcadia, the 40-seat poolside restaurant at Saint-Tropez’s Hôtel Byblos. Executive chef Rocco Seminara has created a menu centred around aromas and flavours inspired by the Mediterranean. byblos.com

Wrap it up

When the temperature on the aft deck drops, keep cosy in one of Shakù’s irresistibly soft scarves. Mumbai-born Shakera Tayub’s love of the natural world in India and the British countryside informs her designs, which are made in Italy’s “City of Silk”, Como, from the finest silk threads and printed with premium non-toxic dyes. We love the floral stole (left). £350, shaku.co.uk

Clear conscience

SLO Active’s sustainable women’s swimwear uses plant-based Yulex instead of non-biodegradable neoprene, reducing manufacturing CO₂ emissions by 70 per cent. Also, for every piece bought, SLO will donate to an ocean charity partner and plant a mangrove tree to offset carbon and help prevent coastal erosion. sloactive.com

Shake things up

Add a twist to cocktail hour by bringing a top-class bartender on board for an event or crew training. Global Bartending has launched a talent agency showcasing the brightest and most influential mixologists, including Bacardi Legacy champion Ronnaporn Kanivichaporn. globalbartending.com

Travel safely post-lockdown by booking out an entire lodge, hotel, farm or even an archipelago for you and yours. boatint.com/hotels-to-buyout